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?|ous(e of Commons,

Honboit,

6th March, 1964.

Now I am back in London,

may I thank you again for

sparing the time to receive me

on Tuesday last. I greatly

appreciated this and the

opportunity to talk to you again.

With kind regards,

L . ,
Â rr -7̂ 0̂ eX/> f

U. Thant



V

of Commons,

Hoitbon, 6.33

5th June, 1964.

Dear U Thant,

Very many thanks for your letter

of the 29th May. It is kind of you to

take the trouble to reply.

I see that these matters are

now entirely within the discretion of

the Congolese Government so obviously,

the United Nations have no locus standi

in the matter.

Yours sincerely,

U Thant,
Secretary-General,
United Nations,



CW/pbg

29 May 196U

you for yoiar Idad letter of 26 May 196̂ .

Mr- SarasiEiian also reportM to me Ms vex-y interesting

On tlie subject to t-Jhlch you hare refexred is your

letter, ssmely the recent decision of t&e Ctongolese

Goveriaasjat ia yeg«i?d to ciaehoaa baarfe supplies 5 I em

so sorry that I will not t>e able to help. Ihese matters

are satirely within tte discretion of tte Congolese

t aiad tte Baited Jfeiions feae absolutely so say in

to tlieiy tiseisiOB. X liope you udll •understand, and.

.explain tfce- position to the interested parties.

Witli

U Ehant

Bt* Ifoa.
Siisoa^ P.O. a 0»B*E*,

of

cct Mr.



26th May,1964.

I am'sorry that there was no chance of

seeing you on your recent visit to Europe though

I had a most stimulating discussion v/ith Mr.

Narasimhan.

My present purpose in writing in on

a very narrow point and I am not sure whether

the II.N. now have sufficient responsibility for

economic policy in the Congo to justify my

writing at all. However, I thought that I would

get in touch with you because it appears that in

the vital matter of cinchona bark supplies, which

controls the manufacture of quinine, the Congolese

Government have recently taken certain actions

which virtually confer a monopoly on a German

firm who recently bought an ex-Belgian Government

factory in the Congo. I enclose a memorandum

I have been given by one of principal British

quinine manufacturers which is, I think,

self-explanatory.

I should he grateful if you could let me

know whether this does come, in any way, under

H.N. c'ontrol or influence and whether anything

can be done.

/

U Thant, HcsA-xTU fa
Secretary-General,
United Matinns

/



E M O R A N D U M

Quinine and Quinidine

During the last twelve months 52 tons of quinine
salts, equivalent to one-fifth of vrorld consumption, so
far as is known, have "been produced in the United
Kingdom.

Quinine is primarily used for the treatment of
malaria. During and following the last war various
synthetic anti-malarials were developed which were
thought to "be superior to quinine in some respects;
e.g., they were more easily administered, and less apt
to produce undesirable side-effects. During the last
six months, however, it has been reported "by the Ross
Institute in London and by the American Society of
Tropical Medicine that in various parts of the world
the malaria germ has "become resistant to all the known
anti-malarial synthetic drugs. The disease, however,
can still "be effectively treated "by quinine, as no germs
have "been found which are resistant to that drug.

Quinidine is extensively used in the treatment
of heart complaints.

Until quite recently the American Government
was selling off the very large stockpile of quinine
salts which it had accumulated at the time of the
Korean War: recently the American Government, as a
result of advice received from the Society of Tropical
Medicine, has reversed this policy, and this would seem
to underline the need for quinine.

The quinine manufactured in the U.K. is exported
to all parts of the world. 15^ of the output is sold in
the United Kingdom and then a large proportion of that
amount is made into tablets, ampoules, etc., and exported
"by various Drug Houses. 10j& is sold to British Common-
wealth countries, primarily Australia, New Zealand,
Pakistan and Rhodesia. The remaining ~f5% is exported
to the United States, Canada, South American countries,
Russia, China, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, France, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden and certain
other countries.
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The U.K. manufacturers have also "been developing
a process for the synthesis of quinidine from quinine
salts. This has taken them over three years. They have
now passed, the experimental stage, and a plant is "being
erected which would "be capable of producing up to 10,000
kilos of quinidine a year. This would represent a"bout
one-sixth of the total world demand so far as is known.
Already from their existing plant the U.K. manufacturers
are producing and exporting a"bout 2,000 kilos of
quinidine a year to the United States, where there is a
strong demand.

Very small amounts of quinidine can lie extracted
from cinchona "bark (whiich is the "basic raw material) "but
to make quinidine in any quantity one must first make
the quinine salts.

A problem now facing not only the U.K. manufac-
turers "but all manufacturers in Western Europe is the
supply of cinchona "bark, which in normal circumstances
would reach them from the Congo and from Indonesia,
though small quantities can lie occasionally picked up
in Tanganyika, Guatemala, Bolivia, Guinea and India.

The situation in the Congo has, of course, "been
very confused for a long time, hut until two months ago
the various manufacturers could generally obtain
consignments of bark sufficient to keep them going.
However, two months ago the Congolese Government
promulgated an order which, in effect, though not in
form, prohibited the export of any more hark. What the
order said was that no "bark should he exported unless
it contained at least 7.5% quinine alkaloid anhydrous.

Since the normal content of Congolese "bark is
approximately 5-&% quinine alkaloid anhydrous, the
result of the order is in practice to prohibit the export
of any hark. What has happened is this: some time ago
a German firm, Boehringer & Soehne of Mannheim purchased
from the Belgian Government a factory which had "been
established in the Congo during the war at the request
of the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom, in order to
assure supplies of quinine and to conserve shipping
space "by shipping quinine rather than cinchona "bark,
shipped a plant to the Congo and the factory was built
round it. This is the factory which the Germans have
acquired. The Germans already operate in the Congo
under the name of a Company called Pharmakina, and it
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happens that the Managing Director of Pharmakina is the
German Consul at Bukavu, which is in the middle of the
area where it is understood most of the "bark is grown
or collected. The Germans have thus "been given in
effect a monopoly, and the planters are entirely in
their hands. Since there is no competition for the
"bark it is understood that many of the planters have
ceased to "be interested in collecting it. As a result
there is not only no hark coming out of the Congo, "but
less is "being collected, and in the end less will "be
gown. Consequently supplies of quinine for the world
market will decrease substantially.

The situation in Indonesia is that all export
licences have "been refused, though it is "believed there
is quite a lot of "bark at or near the ports. There is
a factory in Indonesia for the manufacture of quinine
which was established hy the Dutch and has now been
taken over "by the Indonesians. It is understood that
the Indonesians cannot manufacture quinine efficiently,
and in any event there is no reason to believe that the
factory can handle all the bark available in Indoneaa
if it were efficiently collected as it used to be under
the Dutch. As a result the situation in Indonesia
appears to be that very little quinine is being
manufactured and that a great deal of bark which could
be exported is simply lying at the dockside or elsewhere,
uncollected. Here again the result must be to reduce
substantially the supplies of quinine for the world
market.

The Indians have plantations of cinchona trees
in Madras and Bengal, and for the last two years the
U.K. manufacturers, and presumably others, have been
trying to buy supplies of bark. Unfortunately little
progress has been made. • The plantations are not run
well, and the prices asked by the Indians are anything
up to four times the price one would expect to pay for
bark with an equivalent quinine content elsewhere in the
world. Imports of quinine into India are prohibited,
and within India quinine salts cost two or three times
more than they cost anywhere else. Once again the
result must be to reduce the amount of quinine available
for other countries in the world.

If some definite action is not taken in the very
near future, the U.K. manufacturers must cease within



a"bout six months to "be able to manufacture any quinine
salts or any quinidine. Other manufacturers are
Relieved to "be in a similar or worse position.

It should "be emphasised that no plant for the
manufacture of quinidine exists outside Western
Europe.

It is suggested that urgent action should "be
taken to ensure that adequate supplies of cinchona
"bark now come out of the Congo and out of Indonesia
and to a lesser extent out of India: if such action
is not taken there will "be a very large and dangerous
gap "between the world demand for quinine and quinidine
and the available supplies.

22nd May, 1964
pl/s"b
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-"̂  December 17, 1964.

Very many thanks for your letter of ^

December 13. I was so sorry to hesr that you h<cd

been unwell and so disappointed not to be able to

come and see you.

However, as soon as you are completely restored

to health, and as soon as I can get away, I hope to

attend the General Assembly snd make a. speech, snd

I certainly intend on that occasion to leave plenty

of time to have a good talk to you over the whole

range of affairs.

Thank you so much for writing.

His Excellency U Thant.



SPJBCH BY TIC ET. HQN HAROLD WILSON, M.P.

TO THE P-JRLIAMENTARY LABOUR PARTY ON 15. JUNE, 1966

(Textual extract issued "by Labour Party
Headquarters, Transport House,London)

Now I shruld like to turn to the biaader issues before us this
morning. And what I want to 'do is to get away from slogans and
concentrate on the real issues of foreign policy and defence policy
that lie behind slogans. This debate has centred round a phrase,
"East of Suez", and it has led to a confluence of some very different
strands of thought within the party.

I can understand the triie pacifiet objecting to military
commitments and concentrations east of Suez because he is equally
opposed to similar concentrations and com itments west of Suez. He
He doesn't want to bring troops to Europe in order to have mare in
Germany. Chris does. (So does Reggie Paget. Just before the 1964
election he was committing us to 84,000 troops in Germany, 33,000 more
than we have now). I do not think that is the view of many who
have spoken in this debate. Equally many who, are not pacifists but
are deeply concerned to cut defence costs want to cut military
commitments in Asia and Africa - and in Europe as well. On the other
hand there are the strong common market supporters , some of whom
believe the Commonwealth is a declining as-jet, and want to
concentrate all our strength in Europe.

The supporters of the resolution representing all these points <i
of view have united behind a negative banner while not agreeing on a
single other issue of defence policy. Even on costs Chris has told
us he would not have resigned if he had got the aircraft carrier.
His programme would have meant a net increase in our arms bill over
the next ten years of about £500 millions, £500 millions more over
ten years and not the cut of £500 or £600 millions many other
supporters of the resolution are demanding. I want therefore to
deal not with a negative resolution supported by a spectrum which
goes from extreme right to extreme left for different and
incompatible reasons, but with the real issues involved and to do so
on a positive basis.

First I should like to deal with the suggestion that all our
policies have changed since coming into office, whether as a result
of some imagined deal or for any other reason. This is simply not
the case. In January 1964 we went as a united party into the lobby
against the theh Government's defence' policy on a motion we all
supported and the case 1 put was in terms of our ability to engage
in peacekeeping operations east of Suez for the United Nations, for
the Commonw ealth. No independent national war. That was tha . theme
of a whole chapter on defence and foreign policy in a book I wrote,
"The PLelevance of British Socialism", widely quoted, never attacked,
as far as I know, by any colleague, and it was the theme, too, of
many speeches I made in the House of Commons and outside. I won't
weary the meeting with quotations, but anyone who is interested,
I1 11 be 'glad to furnish T*'ith references. Let me, however, repeat
what I said on bases , in the Foreign Affairs Debate on 17th June,

"This means bases where we can get them, not by force but by
agreement, and (quoting a statement I had made earlier) I repeat
'In the long run, the security of a base defends on the willingness with
which it is accepted by the local population. :;

''Surely, we have learned our lesson over t ho years - that a base
held against the wishes of the local government and the local
population is not only morally indefensible, but militarily

/indefensible



indefensible as well".

These statements represented the policy of the party in our
last months ofopoositiv n. They, equally represent the pralicy of the
Government. If there have been changes they are on t*'o points.
One, before the 196U election YOG repeatedly stressed the need for
more troops stationed east of Suez for peacekeeping purposes* new we
don't, but base our case on more at home, but ouickly capable of
getting there. Two, I said in June. 196i| on all re knew then we
thought there was a case for holding on to Aden, provided it fulfilled
the condition I had mentioned; now we have announced our decision to
leave Aden.

Let me re-state the principles on which we are working. First,
th^ Central role, wherever it can be invoked, of the United Nations
in peacekeeping. No Government, whether in Britain or anywhere else
has done more to strengthen the United Nations than we have in these -
less than tv.'o' - two years. And this meant reversing the whole trend
of ••'•riti.Eh foreign policy. I won't go over all we have done, but
just to mention an example or two° there was the lead we h«.-.vc
financially when the United Nations was in danger o.: breaking up; there
was our pledge of substantial military units to give logistic support
in any future peacekeeping operation; there was our initiative
to strengthen the peacemaking function of the United Nations, th: ugh,
Unfortunately,this was driven into the sand in the last days of the
last Assembly mainly through obstruction - not objection I think -
by certain African delegations arising out of their feelings about
Rhodesia. In all this the important psychological factor has been
the real conviciton now held by U Thant and all those concerned
with the United Nations th--;t at last they arc dealing with a
British Government that really believes in the organisation, and our
appointment of a senior member of the British Government, Hugh Foot,
to speak for us in the United Nations h-s been eloquent testimony
to our real break with th.eps.3t here

One thing is very clearly appreciated, by the top levels of the
| United Nations. This is that in the past two months we have ere.ted
land forged new weapons for the United Nations, strengthened the
| authority of the United Nations and created valuable new precedents,
I And let it be clear that this has been done against almost total Tory
I opposition in this country. I am referring to our actions over Beira.
This meant, first, that for the first time a member of the
Security Council has asked permission to take action on behalf of the
United Nations as an agent of the United Nations, in dealing with a
threat to peace. And we are able to do that not only because of our
prime responsibility for the Rhodesian question, but because we
were there and no-one else "was, and because we were deployed in a
way in '/hich we can take this action. Second, in doing this, in
getting United Nations authority for what we proposed - namely the
possible arrest of a ship on the high seas - we converted an action
which otherwise could well have been said to be an act of piracy
on the high seas into a legal act of peacemaking. The significant
thing is that practically the whole world has accepted that a
resolution of the Security Council has this degree of binding
force, and is capable of asserting a new type of world lav/ over-riding
existing legal concepts. Very few actions of the United Nations
in their twenty-one years' history are more significant on that
score alone.

/But thirdly
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But thirdly we have created a new ̂ apon for peacekeeping.
And, remembering Abyssinia thirty years ago, remembering the
general cynicism in many countries, the scepticism and derision
in the press and in the House about this even on our own side, the
effective use of economic sanctions against Rhodesia, of a. non-violent
means of preserving the rule of law which could also be used in cases
of unprovoked aggression - this has brought a new dimension to the
United Nations and to world affairs.

And again, though we are still regarded with suspicion by some
African countries - and I do not forget what happened when I
addressed the United Nations last December - I believe our stanc on
Rhodesia has itself been of historic significance. If we had not
been there no other British Government would have been able to do this
- the Tories would have been split down the middle in Government
just as they were split in opposition- as we saw over the question
of supporting the United Nations on Katanga, And what we have done
in Rhodesia is not only to assert the rule of law, but to prevent
the United Nations and indeed the world splitting down the middle-
in the greatest and most danger ous divide you c.-.n have in this
century, a division based not on ideology, but on colour and race
which would soon make all your existing divisions, the East-West
Division, the Russo-Amc-ricon division, the Russo-Chinese division
look trivial and out-dated.

And in all these things we have had the full support of the
Party - bar one Honourable and learned friend.

That is our United Nations policy; it is the key of our
approach to world affairs. And our White Paper on defence policy
is relatad to it.

Not only have we for all time pledged this Government against any
war, in Europe, out of Europe, west of Suez, east of Suez, or in
Suez, in which Britain would fight alone. Not only h;?.ve we renounced
such a war, but our whole defence policy, the whole defence posture
and deployment set out in the White Paper is '-/ased on a fact which
our predecessors failed to recognise, or refused to admit, that this
nation neither can nor should fight any -ar except a collective war,
under or for the United Nations,.or with our allies. Everyone here
this morning looks forward to a time when the United Nations and the
rule of law will be so effective and comprehensive that alliances will
not be necessary. But the significance of our defence policy is that
for the first time a British Government has had the- .guts to admit
that independence in the ability to wage war as a separate national
undertaking is a thing of the past. Our defence posture is based on
that recognition and makes it impossible ever to go back.

But' if we believe in peacekeeping through the United Nations,
and in making r-ur contribution to it, we have to be there, or capable
of getting there.

I do not know if it has struck you, Mr. Chairman, but one of the
attributes of the Good Samaritan was not only that ho had the right
intentions, but also he was there. This was, of course, true of
the others. The Lcvite was not a dedicated peace-keeper. The Priest
said "Poor fellow, I must remember to put down a motion on the- order
paper", and then passed by on the other side. The Samaritan, a member
of a race which was certainly not one of the big power blocs of the
time, was thorc - and he was able to do something about it.

Let's take the lie Ira opcr-tion. What, we did there oould not have
been done and could, never again be done if we are >o clear out of every
area except Europe and. veny ourselves any ability -f-.o jet to places where
we need to be. "

/Or take



Or take- two other occasions , th.; need for which few
could have forecast oven a year ago - andy..t today we ar.
debating a notion which legislates for the- 1970' s. I am referring to
our airlift of petrol, oil and lubricants to keep -Zambia alive,
and our action in a ending Javelins to stabilise a possibly
dangerous situation in Zambia.

Some clay we will be able to tell the whole story, but
not now. But members who arc trying to d'cidc their attitude to
this resolution, to these big questions, night well work out how
this wo.s done, with maps, and with measuring instruments based
on the range of the aircraft th, t had to be used. It meant using
Cyprus. We :;.re going to cut down in Cyprus, but untfer the '-.'hite
Paper we shall still have a foothold there. It meant flying over
Northern Turkey aocause there was no other route available to us -
and you might ask whether this would have been possibl; if we did
not have -:ur links with turkey through NATO and indeed CENTO.
It meant using Adon and Kasirah, We are getting out of Ad~n,
rcplac'ng a large military base which has to be defended by much
smaller facilities elsewhere, particularly staging posts. We
used Nairobi, where just over two years ago the fact th;t we
w.re strategically placed enabled us to give essential help in
preserving democracy th.,rc. And Tanzania too. A different part
of the operation meant using El Adem - the Libyan commitment.

The key to power to intcnsrone for peacekeeping purposes
whcthe: for the United Nations or for other special operations such
.is those connected with TUiodosia, means mobility and even with the
much longer-range transports we are getting it dots mean staging
posts. But this most decidedly does not m..an "bases on the'scale--
or for the purpose - of th.. se we have had in the past.

• We have always been opposed as a party to costly attempts to
maintain bases in areas wruro we are not wanted by the local
population. I laid this down as a principle from the opposition
front bench and hav- repeated it many times from the Government
frerr';. bench. Indeed, however costly the long series of missile
and aircraft cancellations by the previous overnmcnt during their
thirteen years, /thecost 01 buildingup great military depots and
bases which they were going to have to leave was oven greater.
We ar:lcaving Aden. Vc would like to see United N tions
res/onsibility for keeping the peace there in the period that
follov.'ed our departure. But it must be ordered withdrawal, we
do not want the timing or the means of such withdrawal to lead to
chaos and bloodshed. We are also severely limiting our
commitments in the gulf though we cannot just suddenly disa :~.ear
for the reasons stated by the Foreign Secretary at our last
meeting.

What we want to get away from where we can is the- system
of great bases in populated areas; what we need more is staging
posts such as those available'to us in the Indian Ocean, with
virtually no local population, but which will enable us
speedily to get to whorewe are needed and at minimum cost. That
is the White Paper policy.

Of course, there will bo those who say that some of the
peacekeeping operations we might have to meet are no concern of ours.
You cannot sn.y that .md talk about support of the United Nations
policy at the same time. There will be those who will say what
do Rhodesia, Zambia and Beira matter anyway. All right, let them
say this if this is what they mean. But we here believe that they

/do matter



do matter in the world we ".re lining in, and that we because of
our Commonwealth connections have a role to play, anda duty to be
there or to be capable of getting there. And everyone who is a
real supporter of the United Nations knows th,?.t v,.- shall not be
able to-play the role in the United Nations that only we c :n
play, unless we arc there.

Britain - and I mean a Socialist Britain - will not play that
part, and corrcspo dingly the United N?ti ns will not be effective
if we confine ourselves to a passive role, or to tabling resolutions
in a European assembly.

I have referred at length,Mr. Chairman, to the United Nations,
but we must at the same time realise its limitations. For while
WG are working to build up its power - and in the last two years,
I defy challenge on this, no country has done more - the power of
the United Nationals still very limited. It is limited, of course,
partly because the biggest nation in the world is not a member. We
are asked why we do not press for this. We do, and have done at
every opportunity, and shall continue to do so. I urged this three
times, indeed made it a key theme, in my own address to the
Unite'd Nations General Assembly. It has been limited in its.
effectivenss for other reasons. For example, the folow-up to the
valuable work of the security Council in getting the India-Pakistan
cease-fire last Autumn. The difficulties of the Security Council
mean that U Thant did not get th:.authority to undertake the necessary
follow-up procedure.

But there is .nother problem. One of the f_.cts we have to
recognise today is that the United Nations is as mi<ch paralysed by
the Russo-Chinesc split as by the broader split between Last and
West. This has a bearing on Vietnam. A year ago this week we brought
Lord Caradon over from Nev/ York, and the Foreign Secretary and I asked
him to discuss with U Thant whether an initiative could not be
taken by the Security Council on Vietnams leading perhaps
to an authority being given to U Thant to make a direct approach to
Chou En lai and the Hanoi Ministers who were due to be at the
Algiers Afro-Asian Conference. But it soon became clear on that,
as on all other occasions, that the Russo-Chinese differences
would make this impossible. I believe this lies* at the- root of
our failure to be able tp persuade - as the Foreign Secretary and I
have tried to do, - not once but again and again - to persuade

.the Soviet Government to embark with us in a joint initiative
as Co-Chairmen of the Geneva Agreement. It is not because we have
supported American policy in Vietnam.; that is no more a bar to
such action than the fact that Russia supports Hanoi. And be it
noted that we have not supplied arms to Vietnam. Russia has.
The reason why the U.S.S.R. cannot join with us is because of
her unique difficulties in the ideological strugglev-'ithin the Communist
would, and every time we have tried to see whether the United Nations
can take an initiative in Vietnam we run into that brick wall. Since
Vietnam is not on the agenda this morning, Mr. Chairman, I do not
propose to go into it in'great detail. We discussed it at
considerable Hength at a party meeting just before the election and
indeed in the House, and there will be another occasion. I would say
only this.

1. There is no question of our sending any troops to Vietnam.

2. If this needs saying - perhaps it does after soae of the slanted
press leaks after the last party meeting - there has never, directly
or indirectly, been any deal or any suggestion of any deal with the
Americans linking our policy on Vietnam with any other issue economic
or political. _ " /3> We



3. We have made clear repeatedly in th:: House and in Washington
that '.'ic could not accept any need for the Am/:- ic~>ns to bo nib major
centres of civilian population and, if this hap,-ens, wo shall
disassociate ourselves from it - in the same way :.-s the Fo-eign
Secretary did .more than .1 year ago when non -lethal gas was used.
The United States Government fully understands this,

I).. Vv'e stand ready, a;s we have done time and time "gain, to take any
initiative neccss.'.ry to ga.tthe parties to the confe.' nee table, I do
not believe tlmt representation of Viotcong need now present any
difficulty. The Americans hi.ve repeated time after time their
willingness to accept any initiative we take as they did la.at y:ar.
In the past couple of weeks De-n Rusk has said he will go to Geneva
at n drop of a hit if there will be anybody there to meet him, he
sr: id it tome again last Friday. We have taken initiatives, the
Commonwealth Peace Mission, the Harold Davics Mission, our pressure for
the bombing pause in addition to all the pressures we have put on
the Soviet Union, and the special efforts we have made to get the
message through to Hanoi. That is where the key lies. And we shall net
give up.

The meeting will recognise that I can't always speak freely about
all that is going on. In February 1965 I could not outline the nature
of what we were saying to the United States. In-the debate on
December 21 I could not say anything obrut the prospect of the Christies
truce and the post-Chistmas bombing pause, which began three days
later. I must ask you to realise that we sh-xll get peace only b /
efforts, most of them secret, and, because of the special key role of
Hanoi in this, some of them complicated, intricate, even possibly
devious. I understand the motions on the order paper; I have tabled
a few myself in my tira.,. I have talked of initiatives for peace in
Vietnam. And there can be another. I shall be careful to s ->y nothing
today. This does not mean there will be none. H :rold Davies will
be the first to confirm that the prospects for his own mission wore
greatly harmed by premature publicity.

r
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One of the problems of being in Government, not least a
"Jovernnicnt creat.d >y a democratic and highly articulate party, is
that there is often a short-tun conflict between getting results and
keeping the day-to-day confidence and respect of the party. If I were
to make a daily statement I would have an easier passage than I rr'vc.
But I should not g.:t results. It is the same with Rhodesia, where I
read inaccurate accounts of the talks now proceeding almost daily in
different newspapers. I repeat what I said in the House a number of
times before the recess; there will be no tampering with the six
principles, no validation or ratification of the illegal declaration
independence, and the tails are limited to the issues of the six
principles, the issue of constitutionality, and the question with whom
negotiations, if thereare to be negoti ..tions , will take place.

Of course if I -answered all the questions the pr. ss put, and I
should like to, -md it is their job to put them, we would have- better
treatment in the press, and I understand their difficulties when we
deliberately withhold news. Some day we will tell the whole story,all
that vi„ have been up a-ainst, far mere than any of you present today
can realise. But until then we have got to go on doing what we believe
to be right. Last December I ouotod some words of Abraham Lincoln v.'hon
the most gr \vo doubts were expressed by his supporters - "I will do the
very best I can, t'a*3 Very best I ;:nc::> how. And I mean to keep do in.,.;
so until the end. If th-. end brings me out right, v.'hat is said against
me now won't amount to anything. If the end brings me out wrong, ten
angels swearing I was right would make no difference". That is the
position of the Government over Rhodesia. And what is true of Rhodesia,
is true of Vietnam, /Now
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Now, in conclusion, I will return to the main theme. Our policy
is based on full support for the United Nations, not just with words
"but with the ability to be able to act for and with the United
Nations. And this means being there or being able to get there.
Secondly, our policy is based on a recognition which our
predecessors failed to recognise, that Britain neither can nor should
ever again seek to engage in a purely British war and any contribu-
tion to peace must be on a basis of collective security. Thirdly,
our policy to get there depends much more on the future of staging
posts and long range aircraft, much less on bases in other people's
territory.

This is what we said in the White Paper, that we intend to keep
fewer forces stationed overseas, but that we should rely in case of
need far more on rapid reinforcement from this country, that is the
reason we bought the long-range 0.130's.

Why might we1 have to be there? One, in case of crisis for the
rescue and evacuation of local British communities. Two,
intervention (like the four East African interventions in early 1965,
for example) at the request of a member country of the Commonwealth.
Three, participation in a United Nations peacekeeping operation.
Eor we shall be flying in the face of all recent history, and all the
likely future if we fail to recognise that a high proportion of these
eventualities are likely to develop in Africa and Asia.

It has been recently calculated that in the last 20 years there
have been 1.6k acts of violence which register, like earthquakes or
underground explosions, on the measuring instruments of world
politics. Only 15 of these were because of violence between two
nations as opposed to acts of violence within individual nations, but
of international significance. 6U of these actions occurred within
or between countries, countries which are at the lowest level of
development, that is with an income per head of less than'£40 a year.
All of these, I ask you to note, all of these occurred in the areas
outside Europe and the western world, in fact in the areas to which
this motion this morning is directed.

Ability to get.there, rather than ba,ses where this is possible,
is the key to what we have to do. I referred just now to Aden. Now
Singapore - this presents us with an extremely difficult problem. Of
course, with the likely ending of confrontation, we look forward to
reducing the overstretch on the forces, and to a massive reduction in
the number of troops kept in Malaysia, starting as soon as the ending
of confrontation is ratified. I had better not tie myself to
figures here, but the Defence Secretary and the Government will be
working to a very big programme in terms of reduction.

Now as to Singapore, frankly if we had only ourselves to think
of we would be glad to leave there as quickly as possible. \7e
cannot, however, say, as we do in Aden, that we are not wanted there
by the local Government and local population. Lee Kuan Yew, as good
a Left Wing and Democratic Socialist as any in this room, certainly
wants us to stay there. Let us remember, in the political battles
of South-East Asia and in his own electoral struggles he has shown
tremendous courage in fighting Communism in an area the Comnmnists
would dearly like to control. The Government of Singapore, as we
understand it, is the only Democratic Socialist Government, as we
understand the phrase in South-East Asia. His social record, in his
housing programme for example, defies challenge in anything that has
been done in the most advanced'social democratic communities. Now
our policy on Singapore has been set out in paragraph 2U of the
Defence White Paper.

•'•' • /There is



There is a strong argument, of course, for leaving Singapore and
falling back on the use of new facilities that would have to be
provided, perhaps in North West Australia. Because as Chris,
referring to the 70's said, we should still have "our responsibilities
in Hong Kong . ... internal security in Mauritius and Fiji . ... and I
think we're morally obliged to the Australians and Mew Zealanders to
make some contribution to the defence of their territories . . . . "
But we have to take account not only of theoretical strategy but of
what our partners in that area want, and I am thinking here of
Australia and New Zealand as well as Singapore. But we shall not
stay a day longer than is necessary to secure the objectives I hava
been outlining for the last half hour. Nor would it be right for us
to leave a day earlier repeat earlier than is necessary if we are to
fulfil these objectives. But the Defence Review will be a continuing
one: we shall seize every opportunity presented to us by world
events1: we shall not count any world chickens until they hatch.

I began by saying that the motion before us is a confluence of
some very different strands of thought within the party. . What we
have to ask is whether it is or should be the policy of this party'
to pull out of all influence in Asia except the very limited
influence we shall be able to exert in United Nations debates telling
other people what they ought to do. If this is the policy, the
result will not only be our inability to intervene, whether in a
United Nations or Commonwealth context, to stop a small conflagration
becoming a big one. It will mean this as well, that you will be
leaving Asia to three main powers, China, the United States and the
Soviet Union with a jmall peripheral influence exerted by Australia
and New Zealand - but Japan coming up fast on the rails.

Is it really said that we have nothing to contribute except
speeches that no-one will listen to? I believe that Britain through
history, through geography and Commonwealth connection has a vital
contribution to make - I believe a Socialist Britain has even more.

Perhaps there are some members who would like to contract out and
leave it to the Americans and Chinese eyeball to eyeball to face this
thing out. The world is too small for that kind of attitude today.
It is the surest prescription for a nuclear holocaust I could think
of. It would mean that we should not get the one situation which
can lead to peace, the effective neutralisation of the trouble-spots
and potential trouble-spots of South-East Asia, But that is what
some of the speeches made in support of this resolution would mean.
":vorld go home" is not the posture for this party. And perfectionist
resolutions, however cathartic and satisfying to their authors, do
not bring peace.

This is why I say we have a duty to be able to assert influence
in those areas. Africa. Is it really argued that we have no role
there? If we abdicate responsibility, who will exercise that role -
America can't. Nor can other European powers, except in a few
localised areas. China? Russia? South Africa? A new and perhaps
dangerous inward-looking African nationalism? Asia? I have referred
to the need for neutralising the trouble-spots and potential trouble-
spots.

What about India9 We have all perorated in our speeches about
the great act by Clement Attlee in 1947. We have had our recent
difficulties with India. But does anyone think that India wants us
to leave her to become a cockpit forced to choose between Russia and
America to protect them against China. Clearly, Britain cannot
offer unilateral protection, and nothing in our defence policy is

/aimed
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aimed at making it possible. But what of the nuclear threat to
India? Here again, even if we wished, we could not offer a British
nuclear guarantee, because we, repeat we, seek no independent nuclear
status. That is a legend long shown to be a sham. We seek to
internationalise nuclear power.

If we could get the lot under United Nations control, we would
do it tomorrow. But Russia won't agree, and America won't agree.
Do we think China would? This is why we are taking such a leading
part in all the debates on non-proliferation in Europe, in the Middle
East and in Asia. But if you are going to ask countries such as
India to renounce their right to develop or acquire nuclear power
when they fear that their neighbours will have it - or as in the
case of China when the dominant fact is that a hostile neighbour has
already got it - then you have got to give them security or face an
unending race in nuclear proliferation. These are the things that
the Minister for Disarmament has been talking about at Geneva.month
after month and pressing for. We pressed for it in Moscow, and we
will go on pressing. Non-proliferation is a world problem, but it
has a strong Asian as well as European application.

Do we want to force countries like India to choose between the
power blocs? Or go nuclear herself? Our presence in Asia gives us a
chance to prevent polarisation. Do we really believe that the only
way to world peace is world polarisation?

I believe Britain has a role, and not at a prohibitive cost, in
preventing polarisation. We have a role in influencing America, and
it is precisely for that reason that the Soviet Union, despite her
very real difficulties, will come more and more to listen to us.
France may claim to say more things that Russia likes, but they are
essentially negative things. And for this very reason France has
less in reality to offer. And Russia understands this, because when
it comes to the realities of power, her interest is to be positive
not negative. This party too, has to face up to the realities of
being a Government, being in power.

* * * *- -x- #
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Interesting shuffle
Viewed from afar, Prime Minister-Har-.

old Wilson's Cabinet shuffle is surprising
but interesting. The shift of Foreign Sec-
retary Michael-Stewart to the post of Eco-
nomics Minister js perhaps the'most easily
understandable; A man of great skill,
whose diplomatic and conciliatory abili-
ties are increasingly recognized abroad,
Mr. Stewart may. well have the qualities
needed to.help the government through
the home-froht difficulties 'and dissatisfac-
tions raised by its drastic and dramatic
wage arid price freeze.

:However, .the.. move of George Brown N

from Economics Minister to Foreign Sec-
retary is not so.easily understood abroad.
True, one of Britain's greatest foreign
secretaries,. Ernest Bevin, was, like' Mr.
Brown, also abrade unionist. But the ques-
tion is ; being asked whether the latter is
as well fitted .as was Mr. Bevin ,for the
intricacies of world diplomacy^

[Perhaps Mr. Brown's chief recommen-
dation for the Foreign Secretary post is his
firm support of .Britain's''entry into the
European Common Market. Many, believe
that only by • moving "closer to Europe"
can Britain solve its nagging and persist-
ent economic shortfall. The question now
arises ,whe*ffife^ithe Prime Minister him-
sey has. fecompjconvinced of this and the

George Brown move is a step toward
bringing this about.

Furthermore, many non-Britons, par-
ticularly in the United States, forget that
London has never considered it obliga-
tory that a Cabinet member be an expert
in the field to which he is appointed. Un-

' der the highly efficient British system,
much of the work—and, when need be,

, most of the decisions—are made by a staff
of long-standing^ skilled, permanent civil
servants. On the other'hand, it is necessary
that the Foreign Secretary be endowed
with a certain flair for quick diplomatic
footwork, particularly when in conference
far from London. It is on this ground,
especially, that Mr. Brown will have to
prove himself.

As for Michael Stewart, many non-
Britons who have met or dealt with him
will consider him a brilliant choice for
his new post. Here, more than on any
other post -'in the British Government
other than that of the Prime Minister,
will the: flash and heat of lightning be
felt during'the coming months. Briefly
put, Mr. Stewart's new job is to make
sacrifice and doing-without popular. No
harder job can be given a man in this
age of wealth and high expectation. It is
little wonder that Mr. Wilson, chose a; man
of Mr. Stewart's toughness and skill.


